PEACE, POVERTY, PLANET
A Reflection on the Spirituality of St Francis
Instruction Guide

This Reflection may be used for Parish, inter‐Parish, SFO hosting occasions, and SFO Formation. The
Reflection relates to a gathering hosted by the Holy Spirit Fraternity, Mt Roskill, Auckland on 19
September 2010, and the Introduction and conclusion may be adapted as needed.
1 Accompanying this Instruction Guide is:
‐

The Commentary (pdf file) – a series of four readings viz 1) St Francis’ life 2) Peace 3)
Poverty 4) Planet. The commentary also includes provision for two Youtube clips, requiring
Internet access, the hymn, ‘All Creatures of our God and King’, and Evening Prayer.

‐

The Power point slides (4 x pptx files) – 108 slides relating to the Commentary (in sections
as above).

2 Participants needed are:
‐

4‐8 Readers – ideally 8 is better ie two readers, alternating between paragraphs, for each of
the four readings

‐

A data projector operator – to navigate the movement of the slides. The Commentary text is
colour‐coded in yellow to signal movement from one slide to the next. The data projector
operator would also need to link to the YouTube clips as indicated in the Commentary. For
smooth operation and to save time, the 4 x pptx files and the YouTube clips may be queued.
Audio speakers are needed for the music and voice on the YouTube clips.

3 Print off:
‐
‐

x 1 copy of the Commentary for each of the four readings
x 1 copy of the Commentary for the data projector operator – to navigate the movement of
the slides.

4 Any difficulties?
‐
‐

You are welcome to contact the author, who might be able to help.
Contact Chris Clark (Mr) at: emandcjclark@gmail.com

Pax et Bonum

Chris Clark SFO

Holy Spirit Fraternity
Auckland, New Zealand

